
Crack the Cipher Code
Name: Date:

Intermediate Level

During the Civil War, messages from commanders were often captured by the
enemy. For this reason, instead of writing in everyday english, their messages were
often encoded using codes called Ciphers.

The Confederate Cipher Disk was a mechanical wheel consisting of two concentric
disks, each with the 26 letters of the Latin alphabet, that was used for the encryption
of messagegesOn each of the disks, the alphabet is written out clockwise in the
usual order (A-Z). The disks share a common axle, so that the inner disk can be
rotated. With each code, the commander would choose a key letter. For example, if
the key letter was N, the inner disk would turn until the N was lined up with the A
and the code would be deciphered based on the position of all of the letters.

Give it a try!
Instructions:

 Print out this page.1.
 Cut out the disks.2.
 Center the small disk on the large disk.3.
 Secure a brass fastener on center.4.
Use the next page to solve!5.



Code # 1
Key Letter: C
Hint: How to make a difference.

D G   M K P F   C P F   U V C P F   

W R   H Q T    V J G    V T W V J .

CODE #2
Key Letter: H
Hint: 1843-1864

Y V X L Z Z H   D H R L T H U  
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During the Civil War, messages from commanders were often captured by the
enemy. For this reason, instead of writing in everyday english, their messages were
often encoded using codes called Ciphers.

The Confederate Cipher Disk was a mechanical wheel consisting of two concentric
disks, each with the 26 letters of the Latin alphabet, that was used for the encryption
of messagegesOn each of the disks, the alphabet is written out clockwise in the
usual order (A-Z). The disks share a common axle, so that the inner disk can be
rotated. With each code, the commander would choose a key letter. For example, if
the key letter was N, the inner disk would turn until the N was lined up with the A
and the code would be deciphered based on the position of all of the letters.

Give it a try!
Instructions:

 Print out this page.1.
 Cut out the disks.2.
 Center the small disk on the large disk.3.
 Secure a brass fastener on center.4.
Use the next page to solve!5.



Code # 1
Key Letter: C
Hint: Rosetta’s birthplace

D C K P D T K       ,  V C P  F W R H

CODE #2
Key Letter: E
Hint: The red cross is a symbol of  ______________________.

L S T I   E R H   L I P T  
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